Cosmos and Chaos

“ But my best readers of either sex are those who have not
forgotten their childhood love of owls or lizards, birds and rocks.
It takes a love of the night sky to enjoy this book, a willingness to
go for a walk in the snow. This is not a book for those who kill or
those who exploit others and count their advantages in
dollars. This is a book for those who, as the Russian poet Yevgeny
Yevteshenko said, realize that when a human being dies what
dies is their "memory of their first snow" or their memory of
starlight, the whole world that their eyes saw. This book is a
memory of the loving of my eyes.”
Mark Koslow------http://www.naturesrights.com/Introduction%20to%20natures%
20rights.asp

This is an essay on Physics and Astronomy.
Above is one of the artworks I saved from art school. I went a year and a half to
Cleveland Institute of Art. It was an interesting place then. It was across the street from
the Art Museum. I had a design class with Robert Jergens, who was a little effete in his
teaching style. He studied with Josef Albers at Black Mountain college. I did a painting
of a Kandinsky (reversal of the colors K. used in a painting) for him and this one too. I
remember it was a twelve object assignment, we had to do at least twelve of something.
If you count them there are twelve medium to large planets in the center panel. I liked
the project and the result. It was 1976. I was 19 years old. I have older artwork than this
but only by 4 or 5 years.
Some works that I did was done during art school but independently of it. I tend to work
even now in series of things. So in 1976 I began working on a series of watercolors and
gouaches, often both together.

This one is about space. It was done when I was living on Ford and Hessler streets in
1976. I did the background first and tried putting the red hole in the background, in the
center-left of the artwork. I put in the optical device, let’s call it a facsimile of a lens.
Then lastly, I put in the curved space lines, to make it all look even more 3-D. I had not
seen any of Sam Francis’s rainbow abstractions yet, but you can see why I liked them
when I did.

Space
1976
This was done around the same time as the one above. I was living in the third floor
apartment at 1961 Ford Street. At the mouth of Hessler street. It was a great place to
live. I was doing a series of experimental works and this is one of the best ones. Largely
based on Physics, it is about “space”. You can see that it uses many of the means by
which space is established in an art work. It turns two dimensions into three. It does this
partly through color, red, orange and yellow all come toward you. Whereas light and
dark blue, darker purple go back in space. Combine these aerial perspectives with
formal markers of spatial expansion and reduction or diminution and you have 3-D
space shown in two dimensions. Add to this circles, borders, pennants, as well as arches,
arcs, stars and dots, and you have even more space shown, a near infinitude of space. It
is both reality and my work.

This is a much more recent study trying to guess what the Milky Way looks like with the
Earth and Moon in the picture. I talked to an astronaut about this. She could not say
much but she did tell me a few things. I include a few pictures of it. I am not very happy
with either picture, compared to the original. But both have virtues.

This one is more like the original than the one above. Of the two, I choose this one. But I
keep both to show the differences. The yellow is too bright and buttery in the first one.
Even when the yellow is lessened it is still too much in the one above. I lowered the
amount of yellow twice.

I lost this one. The original that is. But I have some pretty good facsimiles of it. It was
done almost entirely from life. I am not sure it matters much if one works on something
when one gets home. One is working then from direct memory. Working from direct

memory only seems possible for a week or less . This man has made his subjectivity a
part of the cosmos. This is what Carl Sagan did in his TV show called “Cosmos”.
I am not sure that is a good thing to do. But he, in the picture, has done it. I did this for a
time too. I am not sure that it was a good thing for me to do as I lost most of my
objectivity and made some huge mistakes. I doubt I would have made this painting if I
had not done it. Of course, one cannot go down this way of thinking very far. Second
guessing one’s actions is problematical. It might be interesting to imagine what would
have happened if one had not done such and such. What is interesting in the work is
that I made his subjectivity part of the cosmos. It is a questionable thing to do. One can
discuss whether or not this is a good way to behave in other contexts. Here, I am just
stating a fact in paint. For a change, I am not judging what I or he has done. Nor am I
saying it is wrong to so judge. I have gone back and forth on this issue. Is it wrong to be
so subjective in general? Is it wrong to project human subjectivity on the cosmos? I
think it is….
When I did this work, I was not caring about being responsible, I was trying things out
to see how I liked them. I was only 30 and willing to make mistakes. Here, the result is
really beautiful. There is no real magical thinking in it necessarily. But that does not
mean that I was not thinking magically when I did it. I think I was. It is this magical
thinking that makes it subjective and a mistake? Is it too religious an image? Perhaps.
One must realize, however, that prior to white men coming to what were later called the
Americas, there was a tendency to be subjective among the native peoples. The picture is
accurate about that.

Moon Full at McClure’s Beach
This is very likely the most remote I have ever been. It is my Katahdin, and makes me
think of that. Katahdin of course, is Thoreau’s mountain top of which he writes
Think of our life in nature, daily to be shown matter, to come in contact with it, -rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks, the solid earth! The actual world! The common
sense! Contact, contact! Who are we? where are we?
Henry David Thoreau “Katahdin” chapter in The Maine Woods
To do a painting here was very difficult. I was sandwiched in between rocks, a flashlight
propped up on the rocks at the right, chest level as I recall. It was night, the flashlight
and the moon my only lights. The shadows were very dark. I was looking out from this
grove in between the rocks at the small beach beyond, a few of the rocks on the beach

can be seen at the lower level of the painting, on the left lower corner. The vista showed
a complete absence of human caused interference, no light in the sky, no people on the
beach--- opened out from there. Many people were stranded or died here. I tried to go
on the rocks back there. It was impossible. I have explained in the blog entry “Oceans,
Rivers and Waters”, why they died.

Portrait of my Mom at McClure’s Beach

You can see where I was sandwiched in between two large rocks here. This is turned
around from reality, but it does not matter. Where the green wave meets the sun, there
where the two geologic forms meet in a short “y”. Water crashes through there when
there is an unusually high tide, probably too when there is a tsunami. Out at the end of
the large rock, which has been cut off from the mainland by rain and wave erosion, is
where we went nude sunbathing and where I saw a Pilot Whale. I have talked about this
area extensively. Beyond that rock is the small beach and the area I painted in the
seascape above.

It was a landscape that was not human at all. Henry describes a similar area on
Katahdin as “vast and drear” “inhuman” …“man was not to be associated with it”. It
“was Matter, vast terrific”. Of course here, as on Mt. Katahdin, it is the rocks that are
amazing. One can see them in association with another planet, far out in the most
remote desert, the Antarctic, the deep Jungle. Henry sees all of nature as this “Chaos” as
he calls it.

“I stand in awe of my body . This matter to which I am bound has become
strange to me” he writes.

He is writing very searchingly of his own alienation from matter, which he has
associated with Chaos. Yet he wants to relate to what he has learned up on Mt.
Katahdin. He imagines he must be more like one of the mythical, ancient Titans
“inhabited by men nearer of kin to the rocks and to wild animals than we.”
So Henry experiences “alienation from matter” on one of the most dramatic places on
earth. It need not take place in such a dramatic location. All animal bodies are material.
The notion of a spiritual body or soul, is a fiction, in rare cases a useful fiction, but a
fiction nonetheless. Up until his visit to Mt. Katahdin, Henry was living in that spiritual
bubble called Emersonianism. This is what breaks down at Katahdin. He is suddenly put
into contact with actual matter, things, existence itself, without any interpretation. He
sees this, wrongly, I think, as did Milton, as “choas and old night”. He goes too far to do
this. Choas is an invented form. Reality is less extreme, more nuanced.
I am not sure he is right to call this chaos. He did not require Mt. Katahdin to have this
experience. I merely required a heart attack and a hospital for me. I grant that these are
rare enough. But in the hospital in 1997 I saw that the body and thus my mind itself is a
physical, material thing. It is not Chaos. I cannot move, eat or speak without muscles or
bones. Indeed, I do not exist without skin, muscles, bones, nerves, blood, a brain and
everything else that goes together to make me.
In Milton’s and Thoreau’s usage my body is “chaos”. One can see here why spiritual
reality is an unneeded fiction. Souls are nothing. Imaginary entities. Henry is
confronting all this. I am not sure he understands all that he is up against. But he is
beginning to see it. I saw this very clearly in the hospital in 1997 and never turned back
from it. An unshakable awareness of the actuality of process and things came upon me. I
wonder if “chaos” is what my body is or is that “cosmos”? Maybe neither---or both.

The body is what sustains life and life is what lives in spite of the death of matter. It may
be that life sustains itself because of matter too. I am trying to decide where matter ends
and living things begin?
The painting of Moonlight seen on McClure’s beach also involved writing a poem on one
of the nights I was there making the artwork. I would generally take about four or five
visits to do a painting. I remember standing on the beach under the full moon, no one
was there but me. I wrote this poem under the full moon. The interesting thing about it
is that I have done a lot of poems for this site, over a hundred, and the one I have
probably changed the least is this one. I did change it some.

52. Moon Full at McClure’s Beach
(this was written at McClure’s
when I did the painting )
As waves rolling in from the sea,
all that is disappears and then rearises
as dawn arises in me and disappears in twilight.
The light that comes and goes
with the pulse of the sea
and the moon headed for the horizon
as I am headed for no place,
except where all places meet
at the crossroads of leaving and breathing,
coming and seeing. Always this desire to live
and learn and to be the sea,
to be the opening of the sky,
to wrap my body up in plants
and be alive on the side of the mountain
where the sun comes up over the sea
and the moon goes down
and I am not someone else
and do not want to give other beings away,
content to be who I am at last
and hold on to the moonlit air
and the moon seems to be looking out of my eyes
and I hold my hands over my eyes,
and I breathe and from under my breath
arises this love song to the sea.
While life only seems to be leaving me like a breath

in the wind and suddenly I can only sing of light,
of light in the air
of the splendor of the disappearing moon,
and the luminous globe
shaped just like my eye.

This is the sun, not the moon. It looks somewhat like moonlight, but there is less
intensity and color in moonlight. I once did an experiment where I increased the

exposure time on a camera photographing myself or my spouse in moonlight. Increasing
exposure time does appear to increase the color and intensity of the image resulting in
more of a daytime image. Conversely if you want to make a daytime image look moonlit,
you need only decrease the amount of intensity and color saturation. I would
recommend trying different amounts of decrease. It matters how much is taken off. I
don’t remember exactly what I increased the exposure time to. I don’t imagine it was
much over one minute, maybe a 1.5.

Making Frames

This one is more recent, March, 2014, it says on the painting. Seven years ago. It is now
May, 2021.

Lagunitas Creek and moonlight.

This is Lagunitas Creek in full moonlight. It is passing under Elephant Mountain. If I
remember correctly, the moon is rising here. One could tell the time of year this was by
where it is rising relative to the place it rising. My impression is this might be
November, 1988 full moon. I did not write down the date on the back as I usually do. I
did record the moon in more or less the position and place and date. I tried to look it up,
but as I could not find it quickly, and I do not have time to do it just now, it might have
to wait till I remember to do it. I did not do this painting to remember the date anyway.

I am writing this months later, I have recollected many times that the Moon is in the
right hand crux of Elephant Mountain in November.
I was intrigued by Elephant Mountain, and the river as well as the distant view of the
Cypress trees and of course the Moon itself. I liked the shape of Elephant Mountain, and
wanted to draw it, partly to see if I could. Many paintings begin with such a vague and
vain self-challenge as this. I remember also being intrigued by the fact that I lived just
over there, on the left side beyond the Cypresses. We are on the plain on which exists
Tomales Bay, going off to the left. Point Reyes Station is upland from the bay.

This is a Barn Owl, scientific name Tyto Alba. Sometimes it is called a Strix Alba. A strix
is just the ancient Roman word for Owl. This is an imaginative painting. I went camping
near the mouth of Tomales Bay and found the remains a predated Barn Owl there. I still
have some of the feathers. In this painting I brought the Barn Owl back to life as it
would have been had something not killed it. There might be a touch of vanity in this,

insofar as I drew myself but overall it is hardy vain at all. One wonders where this whole
notion of ‘vanity’ comes from. It seems to be condemning something that is largely
neutral, not bad. I am not at all sure there is anything wrong with it.

Barred Owls
2005- 20017
I did this in North Royalton, where we had a house for a few years. We lived on the park
and this was a copse of woods behind our house on the Valley Parkway. This was
originally a brownish painting. I changed it. I worked on it a lot more and made it more

blue and grey. You can see the moon on the upper right. I remember seeing the Barred
Owl flying expertly between the trees and branches. I stood underneath the Owl on the
left and watched as the Owl on the right flew between the trees. Chaos in such a context
might be the atoms that make up the air or the chaos at the basis of the molecular
structure of the trees, not the actual molecules and how they are ordered into the atomic
structure of different trees, but the actual atoms, a part from what they are doing or
making. If this is chaos, as ordered as it might be, cosmos is the life in the symmetry, as
it were, the life that is produced by the activity of matter. This all assumes that chaos
and cosmos are real conceptions. I am not at all sure they are.
Cosmos and Chaos seem irrelevant concepts here. They are imposed on the flying of the
owl. The Owl does not think, “ I am displacing the molecular structure of the air”. It
does in fact displace the molecular structure of the air, but I fail to see how that is
relevant to what the Owl is doing. It is largely, in fact, entirely unaware of molecules, as
far as we know.

Great Horned Owl Flying

James Joyce coined the term Chaosmos,(middle of Pg. 118—Finnegan’s Wake) uniting
both terms, chaos and cosmos, in one. There is a lot of sense in doing that. Mind you, I
am not at all sure Joyce knew what he was doing when he wrote Finnegan’s Wake. The
western world is full of competition, it is not enough for dragons to be amazing fictions,
they must be real and evil as well. The Eastern Dragon is a different animal altogether.
Much less “evil”, morally ambiguous, admired to the point of being lionized as the
Emperor’s animal. It is a creature of paradox; appearing and disappearing in the same
cloud, as such the Dragon became a symbol of transiency.
Clearly the symbol of a dragon, based as it is on a non-existing animal, depends heavily
on the culture that created it. I am very concerned with the existence of falsities in
history. Dragons are one falsity. Indians are another. They are not from India, yet
Columbus thinks they are so their false name, the Indians, is still with us 500 years
later. This is worship of a man against all evidence. This is fallacious reasoning.
Columbus was not a hero but a bad guy who killed many natives while making them
seem like the bad ones. In actual fact he was the bad one. So he was not starting a reign
of the Cosmos, but a reign of Chaos, at least according to the pejorative meaning of this
term. More likely, he was starting a reign of terror.

Much better to see everything as Chaosmos, both chaos and cosmos. One does not see
Chaos as a bad thing or Cosmos as a good thing. They are equal terms, like the sexes,
one of one, one of the other. Otherwise one ends up equating Chaos with femaleness and
cosmos with maleness, and that is mistaken. Joyce sometimes objects to that. Choas
clearly means out of human control or wild and cosmos means order or under some
kind of control, perhaps, but not necessarily, human. But both are questionable terms.

This is not a painting but a possibility of one done on the computer. Again, I show
the pair flying against the Milky Way.. Male and female; Yin and Yang. They are
individuals, yes, but not a hierarchy, not a pair of gods or principles, Chaos and
Cosmos. Nothing here is human, all is wildness. Yet there is no chaos. Carl Sagan
used this concept and explained science has discovered that the Cosmos was made
over time out of the Chaos inherent in things. I am not sure he was right about that.
The universe is not necessarily what a given scientist thinks it is. The concept of
chaos seems to have been invented to denigrate what one does not like. It might be
a political construction. In that case, so is “cosmos”. Joyce’s term Chaosomos,
might just be the real one. There is no political falsity in it. It is unlike Chaos or
Cosmos, both of which as used to denigrate or praise things or processes.

This, in contrast to the one above, is a real painting. These birds were done from
an old photo I found together with my own imagination. Since doing this I have
often seen them flying either north or south on migration. It is always a breathtaking sight. Even though they fly really long distance they are a little slow as
Geese go, and they tend to clump up and unclump as they are going along. I see
nothing political about this image. But one could make politics of the Snow
Geese. The fact that they keep killing and advocating killing more of them is
political. In most cases in is just an excuse for killing things. They like to shoot
stuff. They claim it is a necessity. It is not. Ducks Unlimited, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife and other hunting organizations are toxic and corrupt liars. One can
easily take their arguments apart. One can take apart their arguments about
Snow Geese, Canada Geese, Salmon and many other subjects. They have an
interest in proving there are too many, therefore there needs to be more hunting
or fishing. They make money from selling the license to kill, hunt or fish. They are
obviously not to be trusted as scientists.

Me on the Ore Ships.
Twilight on Lake Superior
This is about all that is left of a wonderful time. I was fresh out of high school, I had
spent the summer doing lone things. My mother had moved us to a somewhat smaller
house on Aberdeen Road. We had lived in a big house in a wealthier part of Shaker
Heights. I lived in the attic in both houses, where I did mostly sad drawings. My mother
got my brother and I a job on the Ore Ships, using connections from my Dad who had
died the previous December 13, 1973. It was a good job and I put myself through college
for a few years on money I made out there. But mostly I learned about Nature. Indeed, I
learned a lot about Nature.

It is somewhat hard to talk about this. But I tend to think of images in very concrete, or
actual terms. I am not a Platonist so I am not thinking of “archetypes” but I do
generalize very specific images. It would be mistaken to say that ‘generalize’ means
“archetype”. An Archetypal tree, for instance, is a non-existent mother of all trees: there
is no such thing. A generalized pine tree, however, might resemble one species of pine
quite closely, though it must be admitted it also might not. Chaos is usually used as a
word for ‘primordial soup’. Chaos usually means lacking in an ordered structure. A
synonym would be ‘anarchical’. It has been used as a name for communism. It is a sexist
term, equated with Freud’s term “hysteria” and equated with emptiness, void, chasm or
abyss. And in the story of Apollo as Sauroctonos, chaos is symbolized as a serpent. In
short, the term Chaos, defined by its qualities, it is a term for females, embodying the
hatred of men for women. It is a misogynous term. It is largely a mythical construct
since no one really knows how undifferentiated matter existed, or even if it existed.
In contrast the term cosmos is a male term, equally absurd, but rarely thought to be so
because it is a positive term, unlike Chaos, which is a pejorative term. Cosmos or
cosmology, means the universe. That is quite different than chaos, which is wrongly
thought to be prima materia, the lack of order at the beginning of time. Chaos is an
unpreferred state of matter, one that is largely, perhaps entirely, fictional. The term was
supposedly invented by Pythagoras.
My contention is that both chaos and cosmos are bogus terms. They define a universe
that disparages women, exalts men. James Joyce was righter that perhaps he knew to
negate the two concepts by joining them together. Chaosmos. There is no chaos or
cosmos. There is no primordial matter, no cosmic order. There is only the Chaosmos, a
little bit of disorder and order together, neither one being one or the other, but at the
same time, each needs the other. They are not enemies. They are a harmonic pair---- in
everything. Indeed, chaos and cosmos is a human centered invention, a fiction imposed
on the actual universe which is neither male nor female.
Such a view of the universe may be wrong. But so may be the current dominant view of
the universe. The ‘big bang’ theory. Various things about the current theory do not
make sense. John D. Barrow writes somewhat critically of the ‘big bang’ that there is
nothing before it. If nothing was before it nothing could have caused the massive
explosion that ‘began’ the universe. If it was something that created it, the ‘beginning”
is not the “beginning”, since there is clearly an increase in energy prior to the explosion.
Something had to cause the cause. One does not throw ‘causality’ out into empty space
so fast.

Henry on Fairhaven Hill
(Image taken out of video of the real Fairhaven Hill
and worked over to show Henry there)

My spouse and I went to Concord Mass. I read large parts of the Journal in the years
before we went. I knew about many parts of his life, including Fair Haven Hill. We drove
up the wooded hill in the Autumn. There was an older woman walking near the top. I
started talking to her. I was sitting in the car while she stood on the road. She was
interested in all I knew about the area and Henry’s involvement with it. She showed us
where he would often go, and let us go there. We spent an hour or more there. We took
photos and video on which this picture is partly based.
That is Fairhaven Pond in the distance. I made the reflection of the Moon fall on it. You
can see a number of White Pines in the middle distance. I made the image of Henry on the
computer. The various photos of Henry show his hair a little longer and less neat.
Hawthorne describes him and one of the ‘homeliest’ men he had ever met.. I don’t agree

with him. Hawthorne is a bit of a narcissistic and rougish man. I gave Henry a pencil and a
little notebook as he often describes taking notes up there. He is a serious man, and was
not so vain as to put the long and boring chapter about the Customs’ House at the
beginning of the Scarlet Letter, which is a great book if that chapter is skipped or removed.

So what is all this talk about chaos and cosmos about? Why insert the picture of Thoreau at
Fair Haven hill here.
The world is not made for haters, people who turn chaos and order apart and make them
enemies. There is no difference between them. Nor is cosmos all order or chaos all
anarchy. Order contains chaos in it, and chaos has some order in it. I recently watched a
video I made and the waves of the sea near the Lighthouse in Point Reyes. It is total
mayhem, and right in the midst of the mayhem swims an orderly sea lion, as regularly and
cosmic as can be. The world is not constructed of Greek concepts, even if the early Greeks
thought it was. Chaos and Cosmos are human projections on the world. They are
constructed, not cast in concrete.
I am trying to talk about how and what I paint or make images in general. Each of my
images, whether they be small or large, grow quite naturally up out of my imagination or
my heart and mind. I try to overcome opposition if I can. Sometimes it is an encounter
with a real scene, as above, which happened at Fairhaven Hill in Concord, Massachusetts.
Other images are born in my brain, mind or heart, and come to be over many years of
nurturing. There is a kind of effortless quality that comes with them almost, but not quite
as if I did make them. I know I made them, rather it is hard work, but it is work that I love
so it rarely seems hard. Indeed, it is largely effortless work. But every image I make
involves some fighting or embracing of Order and Chaos, ‘one taste’ as they are. They are
human centered concepts after all. I am human enough to know that I am not adamant,
not cast in hard stone: I am a changeable being, not ordered chaos, not a chaotic order, but
neither and both.
Henry Thoreau was mistaken to call nighttime Chaos. It is not. I include his picture here
partly because it belongs in this chapter in particular, partly because he is my example of a
decent human being, desire his various flaws.
So for instance in the two pictures below. I did a series of Barn Owl paintings back in the
late 1990’s. Some are exceptionally fine works. Yes, I still think so, over 20 years later.
They are based on actual experiences with owls I had more than a decade earlier in Point
Reyes in the middle and late 1980’s. The first is a picture of the two Owls that were atop
the tepee when I came out of the dance Lodge as described in the last poem of Point Reyes
Poems and Paintings. It is incidentally, also a kind of portrait of a Douglas Fir tree.

The second painting is an image made around the same time, in the 1990’s. I used a photo
I had of the barn I lived across the street from. I knew it had to be about 20-25 feet up in
the air. And the roof of the closer barn had to be too high to see over the other barns roof.
So I made it too high. I put myself down lower, on the ground. I had gone into the barn
that I stood outside of in the painting, I had seen the hay piled up. I knew what Giacomini
did with the barns. Indeed, as I have recorded I talked with him about it.
But all this has little to do with the actual creation of this work….

l
Barn Owls
(In Point Reyes Station)
This work was made slowly. It is all carefully thought through. The pines are there. Over
the barn. I think you could see a number or houses too, which I removed as extraneous.
The main purpose of the Pines is to show spatial diminution. Above the Pines is Tomales
Bay, the showing of which is the main purpose of making everything so tall. You can see
the fog beginning to come over Inverness Ridge. I could see that from my window a bit.

Inverness Ridge goes back in space because I used Leonardo’s idea of “Aerial
Perspective”, in which successive planes go clearly back into space, because each one is
made a little bit bluer and a little bit lighter. This shows the air in the painting. I wanted
to make this obvious in the painting. The Milky Way looks like this out near Nicasio
Reservoir on a clear night. I painted it near Nicasio Reservoir from life once, you can see
my model in the painting of the man looking up to the Milky Way in the Bolinas Ridge
Rocks painting. All this is thought about and slowly constructed in my mind. It is a
living image, alive with the life of the 1980’s and done in the 1980’s or 1990’s.
The barns no longer exist or rather they have been sold off and turned onto a series of
stores and shops. Both barns have been largely destroyed, or rather reconstructed , and
the Barn Owls have been forced to leave in preference for human money making. So this
has become something of a protest image. I did not do it as that. But history has forced it
to become this. For the store owners money is order, for me it is chaos. For the owls it is
chaos, for nature too.
So, when I say that this image is a very specific image made general by my mind or
imagination, I am being quite literal. It is an idealization but at the same time a real
place, not ideal at all. The completed image is perfect in its way, not that perfection is
ever attainable. In my writings on this I call it “ a completed image” or a “completed
vision”. I do not mean ‘vision’ is a Blakean sense, nothing spiritual about it. I have made
a few photos that have this quality in them. I have used a few of them them in the visual
section of the blog entry called “Point Reyes Paintings and Poems”. One could say it is a
“cosmic” image, certainly, Carl Sagan would say that. But it is rare in a photo, I would
say maybe 5 photos per many thousands of photos. Why? Too much accidental details in
a photo. Removing accidental detail is part of what a painter does. Elan Vitale, or the life
of being, is much more common in a painting. What I mean is a completedness, a
finished quality, a certain “Je ne sais quoi”. Many of my painted works have this quality.
I could say which ones. It will be a pretty long list. But for now, I won’t. Suffice it to say
it is a judicious combination of the cosmic and the chaotic. These hopelessly abstract
terms are almost meaningless. I would say do not use these terms or what you think
they mean in an analysis. My best photos are familiar images but involve very little in
the photo that does not need to be there.

Henry Under the Moon
(image pasted into photo)

e
Here is another picture of Henry Thoreau. If you see it is not as complete as the one below.
This is one I have never put up anywhere. There is only a little difference, between wild
areas here and one there in Concord, Massachusetts. They are a little more northern there.
Concord belongs to growing area 6. I am in growing area 6 as well here is NE Ohio. But I
am more south here. The plants and trees are a little different there.

This is my family. I love them all. They do not often realize it, but I do. I am the one who
paints them pretty often. I felt she looked a little like a Greek goddess when I did her in
this one. Maybe not a Greek goddess, I doubt she would like that. She dislikes them. She

is right to call Greek gods and goddesses a sexist thing. Maybe I should get rid of the
idea of the goddess entirely. I just mean to say it is a good pose she is in. It is. He also
was very handsome—the way he looked. I like this painting.

Cottontail, Queen Anne’s Lace and
Heron Flying Under the Moon.

These are all Night paintings. Reality is darker, unfortunately. Some of these are too
light but reality is much darker.
The Queen Anne’s lace is near Stinchcomb’s, the rabbit is near my mother’s house and
the place is three hours to the east, near the Big Lake and the Red House Lodge in
Allegany state park in western New York. There is a lot of animals, bird’s and mammals
in an exbibit in there. This painting can be defined as a “judicious combination of the
cosmic and the chaotic” which is to say it defines what nature is pretty well. Nature’s
Law, nature’s rights is just this solution to all paradoxes. This is something that is hard
to talk about in words but easy to say in a painting.

In terms of light, this might be the best of the 7 or so paintings I did in the area now
called Tomales Bay Ecological Preserve. But they are all good. I put them together
below. They are all a “completed image” in the sense that I mean. They look good
together: the color stands out when one sees them together.

So when I write “painting can be defined as a “judicious combination of the cosmic and
the chaotic” which is to say it defines what nature is pretty well. Nature’s Law, nature’s
rights is just this solution to all paradoxes." What am I saying exactly?
I am saying that what human beings imagine to be the case is often not the case. The
universe is such that what humans make up about the nature of reality might well be
unreal. Religions were unreal. Science may be mistaken, particularly about very distant,
very far, large, or very tiny objects. I am saying that the cosmic and the chaotic are bogus
concepts, not real things. They are human constructions. They do not exist in any
reality, but are invented things.

These paintings were done is an area now called the Tomales Bay Ecological Reserve:
down the hill from the Trailhead. When I did it in the late 1980’s it was not called
anything, as it was private land. There was no one else there but me, and I got
permission from the owner to be there. I did quite a few paintings there, some of my
best too. I later did a windblown tree and the pond, with Inverness Ridge in the
distance. I also did two studies of the pond itself and a Great Egret in it, and a lone study
of a pine against the fog coming in over the Ridge. There are seven all together. Each
one took three to five visits, that is three to many weeks of work, maybe three or four
months, given my various jobs at the time. I remember going there quite often and
liking the environment and its solitude. I could work for many hours and no one
bothered me.
The following painting is the only one that involves flowers and it is one of my first
studies of Lupine. This is, I think, the Dune Bush Lupine.

Lupine and Grasses

Tule Reeds

Iv’e always liked this one, perhaps because of the color or the space in it. Perhaps both.

This is another one of the seven paintings I did near the pond in what is now called the
Tomales Bay Ecological Reserve: down the hill from the Trailhead. When I did it in the
late 1980’s it was not called anything, as it was private land.

Elk near Pierce Point,
(almost finished)

I was thinking that I would end this with a discussion of some of the common errors in
contemporary physics. But I thought of this for a few weeks and I think reviewing a book
on contemporary physics is a better idea. I can review a book I have been reading off
and on for months at the same time as I can discuss some of the common errors and
good points in contemporary physics.
The book in question is a little dated but not too bad. It was published in 1994. It is a
fairly average explanatory text on modern physics. It is not an easy read, nor is it too
difficult. It is problematic as would be any decent book on modern physics. The title is
the Origin of the Universe and the author is John D. Barrow, who was an English
professor at Oxford and Cambridge, among other places. He died last year, 2020, age
67.

I picked up his book at a library sale a few years back. I have read it more than once. I
am working on it for the third time now. It is a good book and a good book to question.
The author appears to be a fairly conventional physicist or astronomer, but at the same
time he raises a few insurrectionary questions. I appreciate that. There are various
things about this book that I enjoy very much. One is that he has grasped his subject
really well and is honest about it, and he questions his own points with criticism.
He says negative things and positive things about contemporary physics. It is hard to
find a skeptical voice that is factual and not creationist. This is far more positive about
physics than wolfgang Smith, who is hopelessly unhelpful on it.
If you keep in mind the title of the book is The Origin of the Universe, the last few lines
of the book are a little chilling. He writes:
“we may be able to say something about our own cosmic neighborhood. But we
can never know the origins of the universe. The deepest secrets are the ones that
keep themselves.” (pg.137)
He negates what the book is called, yet he tells most of the big stories about physics in
the last one hundred years. It is an interesting and contradictory book. He notes that
about a hundred years ago.
” when Einstein published his general theory of relativity in 1915, there was no
widespread belief that the universe was populated by those huge collections of
stars we know as galaxies. It was commonly held that those extraterrestrial
sources of light—-or “nebulae” as they were then called---lay within our own
Milky Way galaxy.” (pg. 19)
In other words, ‘galaxies’ was not a common term as it is now. Now we see them
regularly in reality or in photos. Andromeda is often seen, if you have access to a decent
telescope. There is one at the natural history museum here. I have seen Andromeda
there.
This book has a lot to say about wormholes, the inflationary universe, the big bang,
super-string theory and other matters, not all of it positive. He says things that show he
knows what science is. He also knows what science is not.
“The speculative directions in which the frontiers of cosmology and high energy
physics are pushing as they explore the ramifications of new mathematical
theories have highlighted one general feature of cosmology. It does not fit neatly
into traditional attempts to define science. (pg.133)

Many aspects of contemporary physics are not just questionable as having no merit as
far as evidence goes, they have no merit as far as science goes. For instance, he notes
that String Theory tries to have many dimensions but that “ as yet, there is no
observational evidence that these additional dimensions of space exist” (pg.131) This is a
very damning statement. He also says regarding the Big Bang, that, in regard to the
dogma of the ”creation out of absolutely nothing” that,
“No cause is given and no restrictions are placed upon the form of the universe
that appears. There is no prior time, no prior space, and no prior matter.” (Pg
113)
I do not know if he believes this sort a miraculous nonsense. Such a “miracle” never
happens. He does not explain the history of this, nor does he state why this is acceptable
given the lack of evidence for it. He is a man who believes in a creation of the universe
out of nothing. Evidently religion taught him that. What is the beginning if there is no
origin? Why does there need to be an origin at all--- is the real question. We might not
need a creation story at all. Clearly it is a myth that he is making here: the myth of the
Origin. It would be interesting to study how this falsehood came about. It would make a
good PHD research paper.
He almost had me accepting the Big Bang idea, till I read this. The Big Bang is clearly a
bogus invented fiction. This is a good study to make. One reads about how to make
myths, since that is what he and other scientists, Roger Penrose, Stephen Hawking,
John Wheeler and others, are doing. There is no such thing as a universe where there is
no prior time, space, matter, or restrictions. The universe of the Big Bang is a religious
fantasy, a myth. I would need a lot of positive evidence than he supplies about the Big
Bang to believe it. I should have known as he quotes religion twice in the text.
The last section but one—of his essay/book, is a kind of climax with the text building up
to a climactic description of the Big Bang as a sort of tour de force of spiritual energy. He
says that the Big Bang, with its language of
“creation out of nothing”, or time coming into being with the universe” – are just
refined images of traditional human intuitions and categories of thought that
medieval theologians would have felt quite at home with”. (pg. 109)
We have encountered the notion of modern science being compared to Medieval
theology before though never so positively, or shall we say, mystically. He is critical of
the tendency in science to be mythical, that ‘medieval theologians would have felt at
home with”, but he reproduces it nonetheless. His criticism of the mystical tendency of
science is the opposite of Wolfgang Smith, who criticizes science from a fundamentalist
point of view. Barrow is no fundamentalist. He is too smart for that. The book is filled
with seemingly wise comments about “generalizations for generalizations sake’’ (pg 118)

or “ideas for ideas” ( pg. 135).Yet, despite his criticisms of the Big Bang he still supports
it. There is the appearance of some evidence. Indeed, the big bang is treated as a
mystical, religious happening even though there is little evidence for it. The only definite
evidence is the idea of the ‘red shift’
I don’t support the idea of the Bg Bang. I find it destructive and deceptive. Barrow is
caught up in the myth of the Big Bang. I am not. What exactly the Origin of the Universe
is, I have no idea. The idea sounds preposterous. The evidence that backs it up is very
flimsy. But I am sure that this is not it. My sense is there is no Origin, nor any evidence
for it or a multiverse, as they like to call other ”universes”. Physics is fine, so long as it is
supported by evidence and facts. It has stopped finding real evidence. The evidence is
flimsy.
Therefore the science is to be questioned. The evidence is not there….
What this book does make clear to me, if not others, is the questionable nature of
physics too much reliant on mathematics and religion, and not enough on observation
and actual evidence. He does not explain the critical history behind the relation of
physics and religion, after going some length to explain there is one. He has supported
this religious view of the big bang numerous times and various different ways. I had
already figured this out myself, but he makes it clearer. I am grateful to him for being
honest about it, anyway. Even if his stand on the Big Bang, among other things, is rather
weak. There is a section toward the end of his book (pg.127) where he indulges in a
narcissistic speciesism. It turns out the myth of the Big Bang is mostly about us.
Our tortuous journey through the labyrinth of wormholes to the beginnings of
time has brought us back four-square to the fact of or own existence as an
important datum in the search for the origins of the universe and its remarkable
panoply of properties. (pg 127)
Notice he is willing to sacrifice the facts for “good writing”. There is no evidence of
wormholes, and he has not come down “four-square”. That would be a solid landing. I
maintain that he has not come down at all. He is willing to replace myth for reality. He
is a modern artist of sorts, like Duchamp, Warhol or T.S. Eliot, trying to remake the
universe over in the image of a great foolish ignoramus. I like science precisely because
it is not supposed to do this. It is supposed to stick with the facts and question the
myths, not support them.
Anyway, this essay is about the universe or what has been called the cosmos. I tend to
like James Joyce’s coinage Chaosmos better. It takes away a lot of the pretention that is
part of astronomy or cosmology. I like taking away pretension. It makes life easier and
everything simpler, less centered on humans, less speciesist.

When I was a kid, physics was thought be the best and highest of sciences. Not anymore.
I would say now, it is the most caught up in make believe. Biology is far less fictional or
fiction loving.

This is nearly an abstraction. but in actual fact it is a view out the window of the
International Space Station, looking down on clouds and colored light reflecting off the
sea. It’s been some years since I did this. It does not look done.

To summarize and conclude. I am not at all sure about the “Big Bang”. I am not sure
than the science of modern physics is done well: There appears to be a lack of important
evidence in String theory, wormhole theory and the big bang. Yes, they have created a
sort of cosmological religion. But that is not what we need. We need a science.
It is clear they want to make a fancy science as if wormhole, string theory, or Big Bang
were true. The red shift is evidence of universal expansion, that does not make it

automatically evidence for creation out of nothing. This is fallacious reasoning, not
science.

